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ABSTRACT

This paper aims to describe how humans communicate with each other is always influenced or in a complex cultural context. Humans learn to think, feel, believe, and work on what is culturally appropriate. Language, friendship, eating habits, communication practices, social actions, economic and political activities, and technology are based on cultural patterns. This paper is the result of library research, where the author conducts academic studies of various relevant reading material. The conclusion in this paper is What people do, how they act, how they live and communicate, are responses to and functions of their culture.
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1. Introduction

Humans are born into the world without carrying any attribute. In the world, humans get knowledge and experience from their social environment [1]. Knowledge and experience are gradually multiplying and complex [2]. Not only from relationships with his family, but also through peers, groups or other community organizations, and the mass media. Humans begin to be distinguished from other individuals because of the experience and knowledge they have [3]. Relationships between other individuals increasingly internalize patterns of interaction and culture in their environment. Humans have unconsciously studied the state of their background, tried to understand it, and made their property in identifying and having a more specific space and time orientation when dealing with other community groups or cultures [4]. The pattern of interaction that is built and developed by humans is an ongoing learning process. Not only useful for himself but also for the group. Naturally, human individuals will be essential contributors to their groups or even outside the group in the context of social and cultural change. Such individual dynamics influence cultural dynamics in a broader and more open setting [5].

Humans have unique and different biological and psychological dimensions. The desire to survive, reproduction, and self-expression is the fundamental drive of human being [6]. That primary thrust will be fulfilled through an effective communication process. Communication is not only carried out within the group itself (inside the group) but also with members from other cultural groups (output groups). Thus communication builds and develops culture significantly [7]. Communication guarantees social and cultural dynamics in a society or community concerned. Dialogue is useful in the process of inheriting cultural values of particular populations from one generation to the next through the process of transforming messages that are continuously carried out [8]. The result will give birth to a kind of uniformity patterned on the characteristics and character of the cultural group of the community. Simultaneously, this also provides benefits for the maintenance of cultural patterns that have been accepted by community members, as well as bringing meaningful dynamics.
Communication, with its various channels such as interpersonal, group, and mass media, makes culture more dynamic and complex. Culture also gives importance to communication. Communication takes place in a socio-cultural context that is almost always different [9]. Humans communicate with each other are always influenced or are in a complex cultural context. Someone determines who will interact with, what things may and may not be conveyed, when delivered, how the possibility of feedback obtained from communication partners, everything is determined and influenced by culture [10]. Likewise, culture determines the way humans choose, package, and decide what symbols they will use to wrap the meaning to be conveyed. Studies of symbols that have recently been studied in the discipline of communication have long been recognized in anthropological studies [11].

Humans can develop and isolate relationships in abstract meaning [12]. Humans as products and users of symbols from a system of signs and symbols that apply as a means of communication to convey knowledge and other messages. Communication is a means to make individuals aware of and adapt to the sub-cultures and foreign cultures they encounter [13]. Culture is formulated, shaped, transmitted, and studied through communication. Human communication behavior is mainly influenced and depends on culture. Through discussion, humans develop culture, and perception determines the rules and patterns of interaction. In anthropological studies, symbols are known as objects, events, speech sounds, or written forms that are given meaning by humans [14]. The primary way of symbolization by humans is through language. But humans not only use language in communication. Humans also use signs and symbols in painting, music, dance, architecture, body posture, fashion, gestures, possession of goods, spatial planning, distances, and others. Humans can give meaning to any event, action, or object related to thoughts, ideas or emotions, and emotions [15].

Humans learn to think, feel, believe, and work on what is culturally appropriate. Language, friendship, eating habits, communication practices, social actions, economic and political activities, and technology are based on cultural patterns. What people do, how they act, how they live and communicate, are responses to and functions of their culture. Continuous and present learning; includes all affirmations of behavior received during a period of life needs. Culture also deals with physical forms and structures as well as the social environment that affect the human environment. Religion can be interpreted as a whole symbol, meaning, depiction (image), the structure of rules, habits, values, information processing and transfer of patterns of thought conventions, words and actions or actions that are shared among members of a social system and social groups in a Public. Culture has given space for communication to be more accessible and more effective. Culture becomes a fundamental element that is very important for ongoing discussion. Culture will not be able to develop widely and be maintained. So that the term culture appears is communication and communication is culture [16].

2. Theorical Framework

2.1. Limitation of the Meaning of Intercultural Communication

Communication between people is done using verbal or nonverbal messages. Someone who is communicating actually he is behaving. A behavior can be called a message if previously observed by someone, and the behavior contains meaning. Every behavior that can be interpreted is a message. The communication behavior takes place in individual consciousness or not as well as intentional or unintentional. Thus, it is not possible for humans not to behave. It is impossible for humans not to communicate. Communication is a dynamic transactional process that influences behavior in which participants intentionally code their practice to produce messages that are channeled to stimulate or obtain individual attitudes or behaviors. The recipient of the message perceives or understands the encoded behavior, gives meaning to it, and is affected by it. This transaction must include all conscious-unconscious, intentional, inadvertent, verbal, nonverbal, and contextual stimuli that act as signals to the source and recipient about the quality and credibility of the message [17].

Communication is not only done by humans with people from members of the same cultural group. The disclosure also takes place between people from different cultural groups. The existence of differences in the value systems adopted by each culture and nation has the potential to cause a clash of value systems and social conflict in society. Likewise, in the communication process,
cultural differences become an essential factor in the effectiveness of communication. From this was born the concept of intercultural communication, which was simply interpreted as a process of communication that took place between people of different cultural backgrounds. The progress of science and technology today is increasingly expanding the concept and meaning of intercultural communication. Human relations in the international sphere take place in a variety of contexts and ways. These relationships have the potential to cause crucial problems in shifts, changes, and even pollution of cultural values. Acculturation will occur, even assimilation, that will bring essential changes in the culture of a particular community or country [18]. The ability of people to adapt to new values in their lives is not the same. Intercultural communication is expected to minimize the negative consequences of the relationship, making it more effective and productive. The term intercultural communication has long been used by communication scientists and researchers [19]. This concept is also often discussed in various mass media. Some courses in the communication science department also speak about intercultural communication. There is even a separate subject that specializes in studying intercultural communication in various dimensions, processes and effects [20]. One of the important things discussed in communication studies, including intercultural communication, concerns the use of communication symbols. And one of the symbols known in the communication process is language [21]. In the context of intercultural communication, the use of language is very urgent. Language is considered as the most compelling symbol in the communication process. But the language factor is often the cause of the inequality of meaning over the message conveyed [22].

Today, intercultural communication develops rapidly and intensely. Three factors drive the development of intercultural communication [23], namely (1) international factors; the occurrence of world communication networks due to advances in information and communication technology. An attitude of mutual understanding between nations is needed, through an understanding of other cultures and countries (2) domestic factors; the birth of new mini-sub-cultural groups. Thus excellent intercultural communication is required, and (3) individuals; demand to be able to adapt to other cultures so that anxiety does not occur due to the loss of signs and symbols in social relations (culture shock). Intercultural communication occurs when two or more people with different cultural backgrounds interact. The perpetrators of intercultural communication are usually unaware of their behavior, so it is tough to mark and master both verbal and nonverbal behavior in other cultures. Humans have different life experiences in different cultures; they will interpret differently the same signs and symbols [24].

Humans communicate in various ways that emphasize or deny what they say through words. They learn to read different parts of the communication spectrum [25]. Culture influences communication in many ways. It is the culture that determines the time and schedule of interpersonal events, places to talk about specific topics, the physical distance that separates a speaker from others, and the tone of voice appropriate for a particular conversation [26]. In this case, culture, according to Hall and Whyte, describes the level and type of physical contact that habits require and the intensity of emotions that accompany it. Intercultural communication occurs when the message producer is a member of a culture, and the recipient of the message is a member of another culture [27]. In such circumstances, we are faced with problems that exist in a situation where messages are encoded in one culture and must be encoded in another culture. Culture is assumed to be responsible for the entire vocabulary of communicative behavior and meaning that everyone has [28], consequently, treasuries owned by two people of different cultures will be various, which can cause all kinds of difficulties.

2.2. Principles of Intercultural Communication

Several principles are fundamental so that the communication process - including intercultural communication - can run effectively. Lunenburg [29] conclude these principles into three essential principles, namely: (1) A shared cipher system consisting of two aspects - verbal and nonverbal. Lunenburg distinguishes high context culture and low context culture. High-context literature and low-context culture have some critical differences in how the message is encoded. (2) Different beliefs and behaviors between communicating parties are the basis for different assumptions for responding. It may be that two people with different cultures then give different meanings to the same action. (3) The level of knowing and accepting the beliefs and behavior of others, Components, knowledge, and acceptance, are not just knowledge of differences that cause problems, but also the level of acceptance of variations that can cause problems. According to Sarbaugh, the
way we judge other cultures by our cultural values and refuse to consider different cultural norms determines the effectiveness of the communication.

María Catrileo [30] suggests four requirements for effective intercultural communication. First, we must respect other cultural members as humans; second, we must respect different cultures as they are, not as we wish; third, respecting the rights of other cultural members to act differently from the other ways we work; and four, competent cross-cultural communicators must learn to enjoy living with people from different cultures. María Catrileo further stated that the effectiveness of communication depends partly on the situation and social relations between the communicator and the communicant, especially in terms of reference (reference frame) and the breadth of experience. Intercultural communication studies need to be studied at least for two critical reasons, namely, namely: (1) People are ethnocentric. Human perception is subjective. Ethnocentric is using a culture standard of its own to measure other cultures. The stereotype is a false generalization of a group of people by ignoring their characteristics. A stereotype can lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy, an event that takes place based on predictions (with) that it will indeed happen, and (2) Communication meets human needs. Effective communication makes people happier, healthier, and more successful (including entrepreneurs, managers, business people, executives, and others) [31].

3. Method

This paper is the result of library research that the author did. What is meant by library research is research conducted based only on written works, including research results, which have not been published [32]. Although it is research, research with a literature study does not have to go to the field and meet with respondents. The data needed in research can be obtained from library sources or documents. According to Research Information Network, in library research, library search is not only for the initial step of preparing a research framework but also at the same time utilizing library resources to obtain research data [33]. In addition to data, several things that must be present in a study to be scientific, also require other things such as problem formulation, theoretical basis, data analysis, and conclusion making.

Research with literature is research that is the same preparation as other studies but the sources and methods of data collection by taking data in the library, reading, recording, and processing research materials. Although it looks easy, the study of literature requires high perseverance so that the data and data analysis and conclusions produced by the expected goals. This requires optimal preparation and implementation. Research literature studies need a thorough and in-depth analysis to get results. Thus research with literature studies is also research and can be categorized as a scientific work because a strategy does data collection in the form of research methodology. Variables in the study of literature studies are not standard. The data obtained were analyzed in depth by the author. The data collected is poured into sub-chapters so that it answers the research problem formulation.

4. Results and Discussion

The Role of Mass Media in Intercultural Communication Humans, society, and culture are valued as three things whose existence explains one another. Culture is assumed to be a product of the human activity, and the individual becomes human because he lives in and contributes to culture. In the process of cultural production activities, the individual together with other individuals and forms a social unit called society. Individuals in their cultural relations are influenced by three main things, namely: the natural (physical) environment, the intuitive environment, and their social environment. These three factors are seen to determine human individuals in developing and interpreting their own culture. Religious systems, for example, significantly affect humans giving meaning to life, which they consider normal, natural, and ethical in society. The religious order as a dimension of trust that develops in the intellectual environment of a community is one of the determinent factors in human culture. For example, Muslims believe that covering certain parts of a woman's body with a headscarf is obligatory, so the clothing industry developed includes the genitalia of a Muslim woman. Likewise, social relations are seen as ethical standards in social interaction, institutionalized in various formal agreements, such as educational institutions.
But how to dress is influenced by not only the intellectual environment, but also the natural environment. People who live in Europe and East Asia wear thicker clothes because of the frigid temperatures. While those living in more tropical regions such as Southeast Asia and Africa wear thinner clothing, similarly, in terms of food, how to eat, time orientation, and various other living equipment systems, very much determined by the natural environment (geographical). Communication is also influential; people who live in coastal areas tend to speak more senseless when communicating compared to those far from the coast. The social environment is formed from the crystallization of values built through social interaction. This is also very important in the process of understanding and developing human culture. Cultural and social values strongly influence individual communication patterns. The communication method between individuals in a cultural group also changes the dynamics of these cultural and social values. There is a mutually influential relationship between the patterns of communication that take place between members of a cultural group and the cultural and social benefits that exist within the community group concerned. In the phenomenological tradition, culture is considered as a concrete form of social work to build what is called Lebenswelt or the world of life.

Humans distinguish themselves from other living organisms through the formation of Lebenswelt, which in addition, can be inhabited naturally but also socially lived [34]. Because an individual is born with other individuals into a world that has long been built and inhabited by others before. Cultural work is the process of creating a tradition. Individuals can never create culture alone, but rather as limited producers. Human individuals carry out cultural work activities together with other individuals to build their unique world of life. Joint cultural events will occur if effective communication is made. Not just small scale (micro), but also in broader social life (macro). This will be seen more in how the mass media play their role in the process of inheriting the socio-cultural values of the next generation of generations. Mass media, as one channel of intercultural communication, brings constructive developments in intercultural life. The context of interpersonal communication has shifted, and there tends to be a decline in patterns and cross-cultural social interactions. Traditional groups in a community or community have characteristics of modes of social communication between members that encourage mutual understanding and interests and allow social interaction. The mass media offers a diversity of new information and knowledge with a huge volume. This encourages the acceleration of knowledge of other cultural characters (outgroups). The higher the human understanding of other cultures, the more effective intercultural communication will be.

Mass media facilitates social interaction for cultural similarity. Information and orientation, facts and values can be known without human interaction. The beliefs of some people who are valued as real and valuable can now be controlled from a distance, apart and outside of those who believe in it. The media instills a sense of willingness to live together in cultural diversity and accepting differences. This facilitates the communication process in interpersonal contexts, even if it is done with people from different cultures. Thus the mass media plays a role in developing, passing down, and preserving culture more broadly and openly. Through mass media, a person can understand the differential aspects of his community group with other cultural groups. According to Edward B. Taylor, culture is a complex whole that contains knowledge, beliefs, arts, morals, law, customs, and other abilities that a person has as a member of society [35]. Bronislaw Malinowski explained four essential elements of culture which include: A norm system that allows cooperation between members of society to adapt to the natural surroundings; Economic organization; Equipment and institutions or officers for education (family is the principal educational institution); and (political) power organizations [36]. Cultural elements in various levels give different colors for each individual as a member of a particular cultural group or community. These elements affect the process of ongoing communication between participants who come from different cultures. Individuals have the highest uniqueness at the level of cultural values that they hold and possess.

Mass media makes it easy for us to communicate between cultures, facts, and values about other cultures we can know without interaction with different cultures. Mass media’s existence makes us understand the so-called willingness to live together in cultural diversity and accept differences. With the mass media, if someday we interact with people who will be different from our culture, we are not too confused and have little knowledge about how to communicate between cultures. The mass media also plays a role in developing, passing down, and preserving culture more broadly and
openly. Through the mass media, people can understand aspects of their community or other culture. Such is the role of the mass media in intercultural communication.

Here are some media influences in intercultural communication: (1) *Imitation*: In the era of globalization, the phenomenon of imitation is straightforward; many people study foreign cultures that make their own culture eroded and lost. As we know that in Indonesia itself, there has been a lot of imitation. (2) *Cultural heterogeneity*: The emergence of a variety of new cultures can slowly shift or eliminate cultures that already exist in this world. (3) *The development of popular culture*: Popular culture is already pervasive in Indonesia; they assume that people who hold their own cultural identity are considered ancient and out of date. (4) *The erosion of local culture*: As a result of the spread of popular culture, including in Indonesia, the regional culture will eventually be displaced because no generation can continue the culture, and there may be no one who communicates the culture to foreigners. So that eventually, the culture will become extinct. (5) *A culture that is digested raw*: The communication does not happen directly but through television or newspapers. Society, in general, will accept it outright, starting from following their daily lives and causing our daily lives to be based on their culture, not our own. (6) *Art*: If we talk about culture, then we will relate to the arts, with the popular culture entering the country through the media or what I am saying is modernization. Many made changes about the existing arts; the current arts began to be upgraded to become more modern. And that will have an impact on the loss of authenticity in art.

These fundamental cultural values are confronted with the dynamics of relationships that are mostly related to status factors and the role they play in the cultural group concerned. At a more relaxed layer, aspects of social norms derived from communication interactions with the environment will color individual cultural values. And at the level of social groups, many aspects of differences are accommodated by group members. A shared understanding of social facts that are directed at forming the character of a particular social group. Distinctive individual differences in cultural values are reduced by higher social group values. Thus, differences in personal cultural values are not expected to be a significant barrier to intercultural communication because of the many similarities they have. The cultural elements in question can be distinguished on belief systems, knowledge systems, arts, languages, social systems—economic policies and equipment such as technology.

5. Conclusion

Intercultural communication occurs when two or more people with different cultural backgrounds interact. These differences can be racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic differences. Three factors drive the development of intercultural communication, namely international, domestic, and individuals. Three essential principles of intercultural communication, namely: (1) a shared cipher system consisting of two aspects - verbal and nonverbal; (2) different beliefs and behavior among communicating parties; (3) the level of knowing and accepting the beliefs and behavior of others. Mass media, as one of the channels of intercultural communication, plays a role in constructive development in intercultural life in a format that encourages the acceleration of understanding of other cultural characters, increases the effectiveness of intercultural communication, and facilitates social interaction for cultural similarity. Mass media plays a role in developing, passing down, and preserving culture more broadly and openly.
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